
West Glos & Dean Forest MCC

www.wgdfmcc.org.uk

The Roy’s Stream  Trail bike and Novice Trial
Restricted – Permit:ACU 36046   

Saturday 14th July  2012 

A closed to club time and observation trial for solo motorcycles, Adults only, to be 
held under the National Sporting Code and Standing trials Regulations and any 
final instructions that may be issued.

Officials:

Clerk of Course: Matthew Neale (Licence No. 19838)

Club Steward: tba

Secretary of the Meeting: Colin Jones c/o , Haines Motorcycles, 123-127 High Street, Cinderford, GL14 2TB  
email: eventsec@wgdfmcc.org.uk

Venue

Cottage Farm, Rockfield, Monmouth. (Follow B4233 from Monmouth)

Start time 2pm.

Entries

Open forthwith. Limit 50 riders.  Note. To avoid too much paper work on the day and hopefully to allow us to 
have some ideas of who is coming we will have a 2 tier entry fee.

Entry fee: Entries recieved by Weds 11th July- £10.   Entries recieved after that date or on the day £15 . 
You may also need: Club membership if not a current paid member: £5. Plus ACU Trials Affiliation if you 
don't have a licence £10 (This will last up to the end of the year.)  If you want to enter on the day please 
bring a completed entry form with you so that we do not have long queues at signing on. We will not have 
the manpower to deal with this. A list of confirmed entrants will be posted on the club website to confirm your 
entry.This will be finally updated on the evening of Weds 10th.  If this is not suitable please enclose an A5 
SAE with your entry.

NOTE  The requirement to have a current ACU affiliation card on the day still stands but you may complete 
the forms on the day. Please read the website for details. If you wish to take this option please down load a 
trials affiliation form from the ACU website and bring it, completed, on the day. 

Classes

Enduro, Trail, Novice Trial, Pre 65, Ladies. Novice school boys. (Trail bikes over 475cc may enter as enduro 
bikes.)

Please consider which class you wish your bike to be entered in. E.g. if entered as a trials bike for this event 
it cannot then be considered as a trail bike in other events e.g. the Wyegate. Capacity sub divisions may 
apply according to entry numbers.

Exhausts

Noisy enduro bikes can stay at home! 

Tyres

Pre 65 and Trials bikes to have ACU spec trials tyres. 

Event format and The course.

The course will suit novice riders. Additional sections/variations  will be added to test the more able trail bike 
rider.  

The lap will be between 8 and 10 section to be completed 3 or 4 times depending on weather conditions.  
There may be 1 or more timed special tests.  Sections will be suitable for the classes entered. This is not an 
event suitable for expert or clubman level riders on trials bikes. You will "clean" the event and be laughed at! 
If you want to ride then bring a trail bike and show us how to do it on a real bike. 

http://www.wgdfmcc.org.uk/

